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In recent years, customer knowledge has become a crucial element to meet customer demands; it
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and improve customer trust.
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Introduction

Understanding customer needs has become one of the main goals for organizations;
communication plays an important role in maintaining customer loyalty and meeting
the customer demands. Both in large corporations and Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), it is necessary to consider the customer as the principal element that has an
influence over the process. Given that financial and human resources are scarce in
SMEs, knowing the customer needs and requirements is of great relevance.

Obtaining the knowledge of the client is the basis for achieving long-term
relationships. This knowledge is produced and possessed as experiences, values and
situation-behavior-outcomes. An effective communication between an organization
and its clients ensures that this knowledge is transmitted. In addition, experts say
that customers must also be involved in the processes of their suppliers, thus giving
way to co-creation, which is to integrate the consumer in the development of their
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products by giving feedback, suggestions and improvements that completely meets
their needs and therefore bringing new knowledge to organizations that can be
applicable for other clients or can improve the current processes.

The objective of this paper is to develop a strategy to take advantage of and integrate
customer knowledge, and intensify its value. The study applied this strategy to a
company dedicated to the machining of precision parts. The company had recurrent
complaints from their customers with regard to delivery of fewer parts or functional
products that do not satisfy their needs or specifications. Improving the organization-
customer communication would avoid these problems and ensure that the expectations
of both the parties are met.

This paper begins with the frame of reference where basic concepts are exposed to
better understand the case in hand. Knowledge Management and Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) are two of the key concepts defined in this section
to improve communication between both the parties, where CRM makes use of social
networks to better acquire and store knowledge.

 The model, consisting of five phases, solves the problem of this investigation and
provides the basic steps needed to leverage this model in other companies. The
implementation of the steps of the model within the company being studied is detailed,
as well as how to carry them out together with the data and information obtained in
each phase. This is followed by the results of the model’s implementation, findings,
observations, feedback from the company’s management team, and conclusion.

Literature Review

The most important concepts related to this work are presented in this section. These
include:  knowledge management, CRM with an emphasis on the bases and
technological tools that support their development, and customer knowledge which
includes ways on making it more advantageous.

Knowledge Management

Knowledge is considered as the most important strategic resource; just as Van den
Hooff and Huysman (2009) affirm, knowledge management is critical for a company
to achieve success. On the other hand, Sedera and Gable (2010) indicate that
knowledge management is a systematic process that consists of a series of phases that
manages a combination of knowledge, information and data with the aim of linking
people with the correct knowledge. There are different tools, which can be used by a
company, that are based on implementing knowledge management to achieve this
initiative successfully. Some of these tools are brainstorming, storytelling, blogs and
social network services, among others (Lee et al., 2014).

In recent years, it has been found that by actively involving the user in business
processes, companies can tap new opportunities that increase customer satisfaction and
loyalty (Hollebeek et al., 2014). Bhanu and Magiswary (2010) opine that traditional
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marketing is aimed at increasing the number of clients; however, a new stage began at
the beginning of the 21st century, where businesses focused on customer relationships
and each client is unique and individual.

Customer Relationship Management
The concept of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) was defined by Tsai (2011)
as a universal process for winning clients with the support of business intelligence,
and by maximizing the value of the client to the organization. Its essence is to change
the strategy of the organizations, moving from one that focuses on the product to one
that focuses on the customer. It aims to create value for customers, understand their
needs and offer value-added services (King, 2008).

In recent years, companies have recognized the meaning of closer relationships
with customers, which made CRM so desirable (Faed et al., 2011); however, Swayambhu
(2014) considers that it is still in a premature stage, as it is a complex concept which
aims to build long-term relationships with customers; initiatives must be carried out to
gain trust and loyalty as well as take care of the reputation of the company to build
trust and satisfaction (Sung-Bum and Dae-Young, 2016).

Within the research conducted by Sedighi et al. (2012), a certain consensus is
observed on three main forms of CRM: Operational, Analytical and Strategic. These
forms are described in Table 1, indicating their objectives, main elements and most
important characteristics.

Table 1: Forms of CRM

CRM Forms Operational Analytical Strategic

Objectives

Main Elements

Characteristics

Helps personalize customer
relationships and responds
immediately to your needs.

• Automation of sale
• Marketing
• Service

• Facilitates cost
reduction

• Improves transactional
accuracy

Helps identify products that can
be sold together, more profitable
customers, and future market
trends.

• Wide variety of databases
• Operational customer data

stores
• Analytical tools
• Data mining techniques

• Makes use of tools than can
process customer data.

• Supports the process of
providing customers with
information and acquiring
customer knowledge.

• Analyzes the customer market.
• Detects fraud and

customer segmentation.

Helps companies
become a customer-
focused business aimed
at increasing its value.

• Channels
• Message
• Products
• Services

• Identifies clients
that generate
knowledge.

• Builds relationships
with customers.

• Molds the
perception of the
company and its
products.

Source: Sedighi et al. (2012)
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Some researchers consider CRM as a strategy that must be implemented throughout
the organization making use of different technologies such as Sales Force Automation
(SFA), cloud computing, intranets and extranets (Reimann et al., 2010). Ahearne
et al. (2012) consider three approaches: the sale, the seller, and the organization,
which represent the primary levels of interaction that can influence the selection of a
strategy that will have an optimal performance.

CRM Technology Tools

Swayambhu (2014) indicates that organizations can rely on new technologies and
skills to implement a CRM approach, but it is important to remember that software
packages are often applied without understanding the integration of cultures, processes
and people, within and outside an organization (Finnegan and Wendy, 2010) and that
the key points of success are the users and the establishment (Jomphe et al., 2013).

One of the technological approaches is e-CRM, which is a combination of software,
hardware, application and management commitment; it essentially transmits greater
value to customers and does business through digital media; there are two types:
operations and analytical. On the other hand, Lee et al. (2014) specify that CRM open
source software is any type of software program that deals with CRM and can be
modified by any user or software developer because the source code is made public.
CRM software packages are quite attractive for SMEs, thanks to several advantages,
with cost being the top one.

CRM can also take advantage of social networks, whose relationships, properties
and characteristics are particularly well suited for customer interactions (Olbrich and
Holsing, 2012). Greenberg (2009) introduces the social CRM, defined as a philosophy
and a business strategy designed to engage the client in a collaborative conversation
with the aim of providing mutually trustworthy and transparent value, supported by
technological platforms, business rules, social processes and characteristics.

Integration of Customer Knowledge

Faizan et al. (2016) argue that the customer experience originates from a set of
interactions between a customer and a product, a company or part of their organization,
which lead to a positive or negative reaction that can generate value for the customer.
Therefore, the client is the most important source of knowledge and it is believed that
when using a service or a product, high knowledge and experiences are obtained.
That knowledge has become a significant resource for organizations and acquiring it
represents a new competitive advantage for companies (Mehdibeigi et al., 2016).
In addition, it has been proven that customers can contribute to improving operational
efficiency in their role as co-producers (Davis et al., 2011). This can include their
experiences which involve diverse levels (rational, emotional, sensory, physical and
spiritual) and can help obtain metrics that support improving company services
(Faizan et al., 2016).
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As such, Customer Knowledge Management (CKM) deals with the management
and exploitation of knowledge related to the client (Wu et al., 2013). In the study
done by Skotis et al. (2013), different styles of CKM are identified, which vary in terms
of the intensity of interaction, main objectives and types of knowledge exchanged.
These are classified into: knowledge about customers, knowledge of customers,
knowledge for customers and knowledge with the clients. Increasing sophistication
and changing customer preferences has led to a paradigm change in KM to a dynamic
approach focus on the customer, resulting in increased CKM research (Chua and
Banerjee, 2013).

According to Gohary and Hamzelu (2016), in the process of analyzing the clients’
data, the following are considered: products that each one requires, seniority they
have with the company, etc. This type of information helps in dividing them into
groups or common behaviors and creating a service model for each type of the customer.

Peltier et al. (2012) propose a model where the base considers the activities that must
be carried out with the purpose of collecting basic information and some more specific
data. The activities include customization and communication based on intimate
knowledge of the clients that produce greater advantages.

 It is important to recognize that clients are also co-creators of value, therefore,
they are active participants and collaborative partners (Chuang and Chen, 2015).
According to Field et al. (2012), as customers become more involved in the company’s
processes, efficient and effective
activities that increase the rate of
learning can be assured. On the
other hand, Hualin and Zhongdong
(2010) affirm that in order to
effectively implement CKM and to
obtain maximum returns from the
client, relations and knowledge
of the client must be managed
through a recycling system, as shown
in Figure 1, where knowledge can
be obtained by generation, acquisition
or by refining. Subsequently, the
new organized knowledge must
be integrated with existing knowledge
in a knowledge base and distributed
throughout the company. Finally, the
knowledge that is acquired must be
used for the organization.

 Figure 1: Recycling System of CRM

Acquisition
of Customer
Knowledge

Generation
of Customer
Knowledge

Integration
of Customer
Knowledge

Distribution
of Customer
Knowledge

Application
of Strategic

Decision Support

Update the
Customer’s
Knowledge

Source: Sedighi et al. (2012)
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Proposed Model to Include Customer Knowledge

Based on the research on CRM methodologies and the different studies that have been
carried out, it was found that customer knowledge has not been included in implementing
the methodology. In addition, Ahearne et al. (2012) highlight that one of the challenges
in the implementation of a CRM model is the detection and recognition of each consumer
perspective; they found that sales representatives often use impractical or very general
solutions. On the other hand, Tseng (2016) explains that to use CRM, one must provide
personalized information and increase the interaction between companies and their
customers, which allows one to better understand their demands. The proposed model
makes use of a CRM software that uses social network applications, as Apramey and
Helkkula (2015) demonstrated that it is a way to acquire more information about customer
experience by providing a space for communicating and facilitating mutual interactions
(Alton and Chua, 2013; and Kargaran et al., 2017). As Merritt (2010) indicates in his
study, the use and application of existing digital asset management systems creates a
strategic advantage in all businesses.

Gohary and Hamzelu (2016) consider that segmentation is required for all the
clients. The authors propose to distinguish clients by the amounts of sales or by the
types of project. Then it is necessary to identify the products and services that each
one requires. Subsequently, the improvement opportunities and customer interaction
requirements are defined. Determining this type of information results is helpful for
sales personnel to segment their customers by common groups or behaviors and thus
generate a service model for each type of customer. It also leads in determining what
is essential for every consumer.

Peltier et al. (2012) establish the types of data that the organization needs to
personalize for its clients to be able to work in the most appropriate way with each one.
This model determines obtaining transactional information referring to the frequency
with which the client requests a job. It also includes the area of psychodemography
where the values that organizations have with their employees, the corporate culture
they promote and the behaviors they have with their suppliers are detected. Another
section analyzes the ways in which customers want to maintain communication. This
is a very important aspect, since it is important to improve client communication. The
model also detects particular data from each client to maintain good service.

The application of the knowledge management tools proposed by Young (2013)
helps in obtaining the clients’ knowledge when they request a job. Skotis et al. (2013)
mention that the types of knowledge of the client and the ways in which they can be
acquired and then shared and applied within the processes of the organization must
be identified. The acquisition of the client’s knowledge is essential for the elaboration
of the works and projects that they request with the purpose of not omitting any detail
and complying with all the requirements and needs. It is necessary to specify that a
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knowledge management tool approach was taken that deals with social network
services, since it is a common method that most customers prefer for ease of use;
however, the assistance of sales staff to raise the work request continues to be paramount
as more knowledge can be acquired from this interaction.

Once we have determined the aspects for segmenting the customer, the process to
customize and the ways to acquire their knowledge, the selection of a CRM software
was done to include all these aspects; the process of selecting tools from Lee et al.
(2014) was considered to select the model to implement.

To perform the search, the following were considered: needs of the company,
computer equipment status, the skills of the people who would operate the tool and
the resources of the company. The model also contemplates the functionality of the
software, particular characteristics, and its adaptation to the company’s processes.
Another determining point of the selection process is that it considers the security
with which the tool handles the data, a very important point for the organization
under study, since the information includes all the data of its clients, such as names,
e-mails, telephone numbers and processes.

Explanation of the Five Phases of the Model

Figure 2 explains the five phases of the model. In phase 1, it is necessary to define the
client and identify who is the final user of the requested work and thus know the end
user. At the time an order is placed with the customer, sales staff have to visit the
company, and if possible, request a meeting with the personnel involved and thus

Figure 2: Model to Include Client Knowledge in the Organization’s Process

• Define the client

• Customer status

• Personalization

Know the
Customer

Capture Selection

Implementation
Evaluation

New
Customer or
New Project

• Detect customer
knowledge

• Establish design
and operation
requirements

• Tool’s search
• Tool’s selection

• Evaluate the
experiences
obtained

• Evaluate the
methodology
model and
make feedback

• Install the tool into
the organization process

• Implement the tool
including the client’s
knowledge

• Phases 1 and 2
• Second step

of phase 4
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identify the different perspectives and experiences. Then it is required to know the
client’s status via a segmentation process, which consists of asking the sales employees to
elaborate a customer classification to be capable of setting up the products that must be
offered to each one, as well as the type of attention and services at a later date.
Subsequently, the customization of these is executed to understand more specific aspects.

In phase 2, general client knowledge is detected such as the commercial business,
its position in the market, the products they manufacture and their processes; this
information can be obtained from external consultations or from the personnel who
have regular contacts with the customer.

The next activity requires detecting the knowledge of the client, that is, the knowledge
that the clients possess and which is essential for the preparation of their products. In
addition, it is recommended that the company’s staff visit the client and observe their
processes and activities; this interaction is the best way to acquire knowledge.

Phase 3 proposes to look for tools that agree with the channels for the acquisition
of the client’s knowledge, communication with the client and the needs of the company,
respecting the available resources. Therefore, different open source CRM tools were
searched, and one is selected that best matches the proposed aspects of the Lee et al.
(2014) model, which are as follows:

1. Functionality: It fulfills the basic task assignment functions, communication
channels and user interaction, allows adding contacts from social networks
and has a desktop application for Windows and Mac, as well as has the
option to obtain CRM forms.

2. Reliability: It ensures the information and data of the company, and is a
stable tool.

3. Flexibility: Compatibility with the functions of the company and customization
for users according to their activities and needs.

4. Cost savings: Adjustable to company resources.

5. Previous knowledge: Basic knowledge regarding the use of applications.

In phase 4, the tool is implemented in the organization. The selected software
must be installed for the chosen users, and they can start using it with all the
information they possess of their customers. It helps in carrying out their work activities,
allowing them to analyze the way they interact and the behavior of their clients with
this new way of working.

In phase 5, the model is evaluated to know whether the expected results are
obtained. For this, two points are assessed: the experiences of the users where a poll is
applied to the clients, which provides the data that allows knowing their perspective,
and the other point is to apply a poll to the users of the company to know their experience
and progress in the interaction with the client.
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Implementation of the Model in a Machining Company

The proposed model was implemented in a company (SME) dedicated to the machining
of precision parts located in northwestern Mexico. The organization was established
to meet the maintenance of machinery processes in the industrial sector of the region.
It has been providing services for the last seven years in solid works design services,
mastercam programming, volume production and specialized software management
CAD / CAM, serving regional clients, as well as foreigners who have branches in the
city. The organization has five departments: sales, design, engineering, quality and
administration; the engineering department has two subdivisions, the conventional
machining area and the CNC machining area. The company’s staff attends to the
requests of its clients by visiting their places of work, as well as calls received from
consumers located in nearby cities, to which they also make continuous visits. Its
main clients belong to the industrial sector in the aerospace and automotive sectors;
however they also serve the medical and food sector.

In the first phase, a meeting was held with the sales staff, in which the model that
was going to be implemented and the activities that would be carried out was explained,
and their support and commitment was requested to obtain an analysis of the
segmentation of its clients. As a starting point they were asked to identify the final
user when a new job was requested. The acquisition of this knowledge can be carried
out through stories or by carrying out observations of the procedures they perform and
taking notes. The staff was then asked to, according to their internal criteria, perform
segmentation of their clients to determine the factors that should work with each
one, for which analyses were carried out with the sales manager and with sales engineer.

The sales manager manages two main clients cataloged in this way due to the profits
they generate for the company. He indicated that his clients must offer quality in their
jobs, functional designs and preferential prices, and must work on the factors of fast
attention, decrease the number of non-conforming parts and the quality of the work.

 The sales engineer handles nine clients who are divided into regulars and irregulars.
To make the analysis, only his regular consumers were taken into account, to whom
he must offer preferential prices, aesthetic quality, availability to attend to them and
a stock of pieces; he must work on the factors of functional designs, quality of the
pieces, and delivery commitments. After this segmentation, customization of its services
must be carried out, that is, a work process for each client. In this process, five types of
data are taken into account: contact information, transactional, psychodemography,
contact and customization. Figure 3 shows the example of a single client and explains
what each type of data refers to. This information is necessary to address the needs of
each client in a customized manner and focus on their requirements and thus move to
the next phase.
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Figure 3: Data Required for the Customization of a Client

Clients

Contact information

Transactional

Psychodemography

Contact

Customization

• Name
• E-mail
• Cell phone number
• Active client

• Work requested four times
per week

• Respect delivery times and
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• Empathy
• Tolerance
• Demanding
• Helpful
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• Phone calls
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• WhatsApp

• Staff assistance
• Attention only within your

work schedule
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the company

Frequency of requisition
on projects

Labor culture of the
client, behavior towards
his employees and
towards his suppliers

Means by which it
communicates with the
company and makes
requests

Requirements of services
that the client demands

In the second phase, consultations were conducted on the internet and through
interviews with the sales staff to learn about the general aspects of their clients, which
include the company’s business, its seniority, the processes that are carried out and
also those who provide its services. This data and information is part of the knowledge
about the client, which must be shared with all the company’s personnel and be
registered in their system with access to all. Subsequently, it was established to maintain
communication through the channels that were specified within the customization
processes in order to determine the appropriate ways in which the knowledge of each
client is acquired (Figure 4).

It is very important that in addition to using the media to be in contact with
customers, staff makes visits and meets all the team members involved in the project
or work, since the best way to acquire their knowledge is with coexistence and
observation of their procedures, in addition to keeping the team up to date. Then it
was determined that the requirements and knowledge obtained are integrated in the
request for the works of the company, including them in the work orders so that they
are available to all areas, which concludes phase 2.
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For the third phase, tools were searched to match the aspects of functionality,
reliability, flexibility, cost savings and prior knowledge (Figure 5). It was also considered
that the tool that is best adapted to the processes of the company, and that could be
compatible with any operating system, also one that is within the budget of the company
is looked for. Given that it is an SME company, open source tools were reviewed. We
searched for the free software CRMs that have the best rating for the users; then a
comparison matrix was made, verifying the elements that were important for a full use
of the software compatible with the functions of the company and the problems
addressed in the study; these elements are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Way to Acquire Customer Knowledge
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• E-mail
• WhatsApp application

• Assistance of sales personnel for the lifting of work and monitoring

• Assistance and communication only in working hours

Contact

Customization

Figure 5: Aspects Considered in Software Selection
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Open source CRM software is available for SMEs, such as Zoho CRM, Suma CRM
and Bitrix 24. The software that was selected, Bitrix 24, includes the elements that
make up a CRM program. It also allows to track the traceability of a project from the
start of its quotation until it has already been invoiced, which allows improving the
negotiations of the organization with its clients as well as an improvement in their
work plans. Another point is that the CRM measures the real time that is worked on
a project, offering the functions of pausing the time when a setback or a non-working
day occurs to resume it when they return to their normal activities. In this way, the
staff can measure the real time that takes to prepare each work and thus improve
delivery estimates to their customers; in addition, you can make forms that show the
results of interactions and measure the progress of communication with customers,
which can be detected because media communicate more with customers, their
frequency and days, to be able to better establish the customization service. Once
selected, phase 4 of implementation was carried out.

In phase 4, the implementation was carried out starting with the installation of the
software in the company’s equipment, both fixed and mobile, emphasizing, first and
foremost, the employee who is directly in sales, since he is the person who is in closest
contact with the client, explaining all the functions he has and the activities he could
carry out. Another point that was indicated to him was that he added the aspects
resulting from the segmentation and customization that was carried out within
phase 1, and the knowledge about the client and the client that was obtained in
phase 2; it was also established that they would add the knowledge of the client that
is requested according to each job.

The sales engineer added the projects for his different clients, uploading the design
files for each job and integrating the people involved in each project. The tool also
allowed him to add those he only wanted to work as observers. After that, the engineer
visited his clients to explain the new tool that was implemented in the company and
through which they would follow up their work, mentioning all the new benefits that
they would obtain and the feedback that will be obtained for both parties.

In phase 5, two questionnaires were drawn up that could yield information to carry
out the evaluation based on the use of the tool. These questionnaires covered four
aspects: communication, confidence, dimensionality and value chain. The first
questionnaire is recommended for the client (Appendix 1) and the second is designed
for the provider’s employees (Appendix 2). It is recommended that both the
questionnaires be applied to maximize the results.

The aforementioned CRM strategy was applied by the precision part machining
company with nine of their clients (the majority of which are +2,000 employees).
Table 2 shows the results of the client questionnaires; questionnaire 1, applied to
these clients; questionnaire 2, the provider’s employee questionnaire, was only applied
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to the SME’s director as he possessed all the relevant information and was the focal
point with the clients.

A majority of the clients (77%) prefer WhatsApp and e-mail as their main means
of communication with very good to good feedback. However, 11-33% indicated that
there is poor feedback. Regarding provider confidence, 33-66% of the respondents say
that the client’s expectations are met; however, 11% feel that client expectations are
not met. 88% of them feel that client specifications are met and there is still 11%
opportunity to eliminate rework. With regard to value chain, the client highlights

Table 2: Case Study Results – Client Questionnaire

1. What is your main means E-mail Phone Whats- Video
of communication with Calls App Calls

the provider?

33 11 44 11

 2. Please rank the following Very Good Good Fair Bad Poor
questions related to the
means of communication
previously selected.

You can get feedback 44 33 11 11 0

It is possible to specify details 33 44 11 11 0

Review of designs or plans 22 33 33 11 0

1. How do you consider that the Always Almost Regularly Occasio- Never
specifications of your work/ Always nally
project are met?

They strive to comply with 33 33 22 11 0
all specifications

They ask for all the details 66 33 0 0 0

They seek to exceed my 33 44 11 11 0
expectations

2. The end product is: Always Almost Regularly Occasio- Never
Always nally

High quality and value 44 33 22 0 0

Functional 33 44 22 0 0

Clean (does not require rework 22 44 22 11 0
or visible defects) and aesthetic

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

C
on

fi
de

nc
e

(in %)
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that there is minimal adjustment required in the end product, where 77% of end
products are integrated in their process. The remaining 22% require rework or
adjustments; this percentage can be reduced with a better understanding of the end
use and process.

The proposed model also mentions a section which applies when you have a new
client. In this section, only phases 1 and 2 of the model will apply, and also the second
step of phase 4. For the purposes of the company and the implementation, phase 3 is no
longer necessary; and the software model has already been selected and installed in the
organization. However, if the company considers it necessary, you can apply questionnaire
1 to your new client to know their perspective of the model and obtain feedback.

Findings

The client questionnaire revealed that the application of the CRM strategy could
help reduce the amount of rework by improving the four key aspects (communication,
confidence, dimensionality, and value chain).  The use of a preferred means of
communication for each customer improves communication between the customer
and the client. This leads to an increase in client trust, thus ensuring there is a clear
understanding of their expectations and specifications. The end product will better
adjust to the client and add to the value chain of both client and provider, reducing
rework and identifying improvement opportunities, respectively.

The SME director answered that he considers the proposed model to be very useful,
helping them to follow up with clients and get continuous feedback. It is a model that

Table 2 (Cont.)
D

im
en

si
on

al
it

y
V

al
ue

 C
ha

in

1. How often does the provider Always Almost Regularly On a Few
complete the work that is Always Occasions
delivered based on the design
you requested?

44 44 11 0

2. The end product is Perfect Within Spe- Requires
cifications Rework

33 55 11

1. The end product integrates Fully Minimal Adjusts Does not
with your process: Adjustments After Adjust,

Getting Requires
New Reworking

Direction

33 44 11 11
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is of great help to the company to have better communication with customers. In
addition, it serves as a great help for a new branch that opened in southern Mexico,
where staff can be abreast of projects in the new branch. He also identified that there
can also be a lack of communication at the customers’ organization; so by applying the
model, all the team is involved and therefore they are aware of each procedure and
can perform changes and suggestions before the work is delivered, ensuring customer
satisfaction.

Provider staff easily adapted to the functionality of the tool, which is of good support
ensuring continuity of a project from the moment the client makes a quote till the end
product is delivered. It enables negotiations and improves customer input throughout
the project.

They also expressed that the follow-up that the client can give to their project
offers them greater security about the work that is being done. The tool archives all
the e-mails and chat messages related to the project. In this way, their customers can
participate freely for changes and clarifications before finalizing their project, avoiding
misunderstandings and reworking. Another point that they expressed as an advantage
is that it is a cost-efficient software that allows access and communication with
personnel located in branches outside the city; it provides monitoring and information
without the need to wait for an answer from e-mails or calls. In addition, the tool also
offers the possibility of knowing the real time in every project, since it allows to schedule
the tasks contemplating only the working days and offers to pause the project time if
it is going through an unforeseen event. The decrease in document transcriptions and
live traceability improves customer trust. All this knowledge is a learning opportunity
for the provider to develop more defined projects and quotations at a later date with
other clients.

Conclusion

The customer requires different activities that cover all aspects, from the general
ones that can be obtained in external consultations to those more precise ones that
require interaction, interviews and detection of behaviors. These aspects can lead to
a more personalized service, which understands the needs of each one, and understands
the processes that the company must perform. However, the communication factor
must be taken care of and kept as clear as possible; so it is important to know the
client’s knowledge, position, experiences and objectives.

The proposed model has a couple of advantages: it includes the knowledge of the
client within the application of a CRM, and it uses social networks and mobile
applications, which were not observed in the models and methodologies that were
consulted in the bibliographic review. Having a model of this type is useful for companies
to offer their customers the possibility of following up on their own work and apply any
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change or suggestion before the end of the work, so the customer receives exactly
what they need. Implementing it within an SME-type company allows its growth to be
positive, since its customers will be able to recommend their services and obtain loyalty
from them. It is also a free software that does not generate additional costs.

 In this investigation, it can be observed that the clients require different attention,
and also include them in the realization of their work, since only they can confirm if
the project is taking a good path or it is necessary to make adjustments; so the companies
need to involve the customer in their processes, consulting their opinions and requesting
feedback.

CRM software offers group functionalities, in addition to including social network
services; in the market, there are free versions for companies that have limited
resources. Companies need to take advantage of these tools to update themselves
with the new way of communicating and maximize their value, offering personalized
attention in a competitive market.

The continuous use of a CRM strategy will improve communication, reduce rework
and improve customer trust. 
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Appendix 1

Questionnaire 1 – Client

Please answer the following questions.

Communication

1. What is your main means of communication with the provider? Select all that
apply.

E-mail Phone calls

WhatsApp Video calls

2. Please rank the following questions related to the means of communication
previously selected. Consider the following scale:

1 = Very good, 2 = Good, 3 = Fair, 4 = Bad, and 5 = Poor.

___ You can get feedback

___ It is possible to specify details

___ Review of designs or plans

Confidence

Please rank the following questions as follows:1 = Always, 2 = Almost always,
3 = Regularly, 4 = Occasionally and 5 = Never.

1. How do you consider that the specifications of your work/project are met?

___ They strive to comply with all specifications

___ They ask for all the details

___ They seek to exceed my expectations

2. The end product is:

___ High quality and value

___ Functional

___ Clean (does not require rework or present burrs) and aesthetic

Dimensionality

1. How often does the provider complete the work that is delivered based on the
design you requested?

Always Almost always

Regularly On a few occasions
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Appendix 1 (Cont.)

2. The end product is:

Perfect  Within specifications  Requires rework

Value Chain

1. The end product integrates with your process:

Fully

Minimal adjustments

Adjusts after getting new direction

Does not adjust, requires rework

Appendix 2

Questionnaire 2 – Provider

Please answer the following questions.

Communication

1. Rank the use of the software in the following activities:

1 = Always, 2 = Almost always, 3 = Regularly, 4 = Occasionally,
and 5 = Never.

___ Ease to contact the customer

___ Prompt response of the client to requests and/or doubts

___ Ease to locate the work of each client

2. Rate the following aspects when using the software:

1 = Very good, 2 = Good, 3 = Fair, 4 = Bad, and 5 = Poor.

___ Client provides more details on requested jobs

___ Plans and designs are reviewed faster

Confidence

1. All specifications can be acquired with the use of this software.

Always Almost always

Regularly Sometimes

Never
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2. The client knows and tracks the live progress of the work requested.

Always Almost always

Regularly Sometimes

Never

3. How often do you think the client will request jobs through this software?

0 to 2 jobs 3 to 5 jobs

6 to 10 jobs 11 to 15 jobs

Dimensionality

1. Based on the use of this software, the end product meets the customer
requirements and specifications.

Always Almost always

Regularly On a few occasions

2. The end product meets customer requirements and specifications.

Perfectly Within specifications

Requires rework

3. Since the implementation of this software, how many reworks have been
requested?

0-5 6-10

11-15 16-20

Value Chain

1. The software integrates to your activities.

Very easily, adaptation was quick and easy

With ease, requires time to adapt

Neutral, requires guidance and support

OK, it is hard to manipulate it

Poorly, not understood
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